Radio City Christmas Spectacular  
Myrtle Beach/Charlotte 2005  
Swing List

Rockette “Tall” Swing – Krista Kutnick  
Carri Speicher  
Amber Cameron (Panda)  
Michiko Wilson (Arabian)  
Madeline Matos (Polar)  
Victoria Pence  
Jen Saunders (Polar)  
Miki Berg (Panda)  
Rebecca Surina (Polar)  
Stacey Sund

Rockette “Short” Swing – Holly Evans  
Renee Christine Fox (Polar)  
Michelle Phillips  
Nirine Brown  
Tammy Gibson  
Margaret Shepherd  
Torrie Bogda  
Laura Casselman  
Keltie Colleen (Panda)  
Audrie Chernauckas

Santa U/S – Matt Kubicek

Mrs. Claus U/S – Kim Brownell

Female Ensemble Swing (including if Mrs. Claus U/S is in) – Margaret Beaver

Male Ensemble Swing (including if Santa U/S is in) – Brad Barnes

Little People Swing – Alicia Needham

Children will swing for each other.